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3 easy steps...

Plug and Touch
Attach with the magnets provided & 
plug into the USB port.

Compatibility
AirBar works with most notebooks 
running Windows®10, Windows 8.1, or 
ChromeOS™ operating system.

Touch Using Any Object
Your finger, or with gloves, and 
even a paintbrush.

From non-touch to touch in an instant
This means that with AirBar – if you have a PC 
running Windows 8.1, Windows 10 or ChromeOS, 
you can turn your non-touch PC into a fully 
functioning touch enabled PC. Just like that. 

Three sizes fit most notebooks
AirBar will be available for notebooks with the 
screen sizes 13.3”, 14” and 15.6”. Presented 
together, they will be compatible with most of the 
notebooks currently being sold in your stores 
today, which are also the sizes most existing 
users have.

AirBar is sleek and weighs very little. It can 
easily travel with you without weighing you down.

Touch the revolution
AirBar sensor is a groundbreaking piece of 
technology which emits an invisible light field 
that covers your PC screen. Just mount AirBar 
below your laptop screen and plug in the USB 
cable. When the light field is interrupted – by your 
fingers, brushstrokes or gloves – the computer 
interprets this as interactive input.

How do I get started?
Attach the magnets 3mm beneath your display. 
The bar itself latches on magnetically and when 
you plug in the USB cord it powers on. Then you’re 
free to pinch, swipe, zoom and scroll to your 
heart’s content. See more: www.air.bar/quickstart

Q&A

Can I use AirBar on any PC? 
AirBar can be used on any PC powerful enough to 
run Windows 8.1 or 10. If you already have built-in 
touchscreen on your PC, AirBar won’t work. 

Can I leave AirBar plugged in?
Absolutely. Just make sure that you don’t fold 
your laptop shut with AirBar attached. Remove 
AirBar from the magnets and unplug it before 
closing your laptop. When placing the hand on 
top of the notebook AirBar will give out a warning 
sound advising the user to remove the device 
before closing the notebook.

Does AirBar work on Mac?
No, as macOS® does not support a touch based 

user interface natively.
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AirBar Sales Contact Details:
sales.us@air.bar

AirBar US Distributor:
Ingram Micro

For more Information about the product visit: 
www.air.bar

Touch when you need it

15.6”   UPC: 853661007044

14”      UPC: 853661007037

13.3”   UPC: 853661007020 MSRP:  $69


